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Abstract
According to a space-valence association, individuals tend to relate negatively- and positively-connoted stimuli with the
left and right side of space, respectively. So far, only a few studies have explored whether this phenomenon can also emerge
for social dimensions associated with facial stimuli. Here, we adopted a cross-cultural approach and conducted two experiments with the main aim to test whether a left–right space-valence association can also emerge for other- vs. own-race faces.
Asian Japanese (Experiment 1) and White Italian (Experiment 2) participants engaged in a speeded binary classification
task in which a central placed face had to be classified as either Asian or White. Manual responses were provided through
a left- vs. right-side button. In both experiments, other-race faces elicited faster responses than own-race faces, in line with
the well-documented other-race categorisation advantage. Moreover, evidence of an association between space and ethnic
membership also arose and, interestingly, was similar in both groups. Indeed, Asian faces were responded to faster with the
right-side key than with the left-side key, whereas response side had no effect for White faces. These results are discussed
with regard to possible cross-cultural differences in group perception.
Keywords Other-race categorisation advantage · Space-valence association · Faces · Cross cultural · Social cognition

Introduction
As human beings, we are social in nature, and a substantial
part of our daily life is typically spent establishing social
relationships with others. When navigating social contexts,
others’ faces are likely the most frequently encountered and
informative stimuli we can use to extract valuable information to regulate our own behaviour. For instance, others’
eye-gaze direction can inform us about the allocation of their
attentional resources over space, helping us detect meaningful objects within the surrounding environment (Dalmaso
et al., 2020). Similarly, facial emotions can elicit either
approach or avoidance behaviours in an observer (Adams
et al., 2006). Invariant information can also be extracted
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from others’ faces, such as age and gender, which guide us in
the construction of personal identities (Haxby et al., 2000).
During the last decades, the potential impact of ethnic
membership on face processing mechanisms earned a central role in social cognition research. In this regard, several
works have provided supporting evidence for the notion
that own-race faces are processed differently from otherrace faces. This is well evidenced by two behavioural effects
related to face recognition on the one hand and face categorisation on the other. As for face recognition, a well-known
and robust phenomenon is the so-called other-race effect
(ORE), consisting of higher accuracy in recognising ownrace face identities than identities associated with otherrace faces (e.g., Tanaka et al., 2004). Experimentally, the
ORE has been widely explored and replicated, and it can be
revealed through a variety of memory tasks consisting, for
example, of exposing participants to a set of target faces that
must then be recognised, among other previously unseen
faces, in a subsequent testing phase (for a review see Hugenberg et al., 2010). As for face categorisation, literature shows
an intriguing phenomenon known as the other-race categorisation advantage (ORCA), according to which other-race
faces are categorised faster than own-race faces (e.g., Levin,
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1996; Valentine & Endo, 1992). In this case, participants are
typically asked to categorise own- vs. other-race faces by
means of a speeded binary classification task (e.g., Ge et al.,
2009; Woo et al., 2020). According to different theories and
models, it seems plausible that both the ORE and ORCA
would emerge as a consequence of common mechanisms
underlying face processing, which would be mostly related
to categorisation, motivational, and perceptual processes
(Hugenberg et al., 2010). For instance, whereas own-race
faces would be perceived and treated more holistically (i.e.,
as a whole), the processing of other-race faces would be
mainly driven by analyses of single components (Tanaka
et al., 2004), such as the eyes and the mouth, thus leading to
less accurate recognition and faster categorisation of faces
belonging to other ethnic groups (Zhao & Bentin, 2011).
Whereas the ORE has been the focus of numerous studies
and debates, the ORCA has been much less investigated,
thus leaving room for a number of open research questions.
From a methodological perspective, binary classification
tasks – such as that employed to reveal the ORCA – are
widely adopted and constitute a standard tool in experimental psychology to unveil a variety of mechanisms underlying
cognition (Nickerson, 1972). An important aspect to consider when such tasks are used is the presence of potential overlapping between stimulus properties and response
location. More specifically, literature clearly shows that if
a perceptual or conceptual overlap exists between a given
stimulus and space (e.g., left or right), then the presentation
of that stimulus could influence the behavioural response
according to the location of the response key. In this regard,
a classic phenomenon due to a stimulus–response perceptual
overlapping is the Simon effect (Simon & Rudell, 1967) in
which, even if target location is irrelevant to the task at hand,
a behavioural advantage emerges when left- and right-side
targets are responded to with a key placed on the left (vs.
right) and on the right (vs. left), respectively. At a more
conceptual level, numerous studies have also reported that
centrally placed numbers are responded to faster with a key
placed on the left (vs. right) side when they are relatively
small (e.g., 1 or 2), whereas they are responded to faster
with a key placed on the right (vs. left) side when they are
relatively large (e.g., 8 or 9), in line with the notion of a
hypothetical left–right mental number line (Dehaene et al.,
1993). Intriguingly, a similar effect can also emerge for nonnumerical magnitudes (for a review see Macnamara et al.,
2018).
Of particular relevance for the present work, several studies have also reported a left–right spatial representation of
the valence associated with a stimulus. Specifically, more
negatively valenced stimuli would be associated with the
left part of space, whereas those connected with a more
positive valence would be associated with the right part of
space, likely reflecting a space-valence association (Giuliani
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et al., 2021; Pitt & Casasanto, 2018; Root et al., 2006). For
instance, in the study by Pitt and Casasanto (2018), participants were involved in a speeded binary classification
task to establish whether a centrally placed word conveyed
either a negative (e.g., ‘horrible’) or a positive (e.g., ‘perfect’) meaning. The results showed faster latencies when the
negative and positive words were responded to with a leftside key and a right-side key, respectively, rather than when
the opposite response mapping (i.e., negative-right, positiveleft) was adopted. Furthermore, the left–right space-valence
association would be deeply shaped by the handedness of the
individuals. Indeed, whereas a left-negative/right-positive
association would emerge among right-handers, the opposite association would emerge among left-handers, as documented by several works (Brunyé et al., 2012; Casasanto,
2009; Casasanto & Chrysikou, 2011; De la Vega et al., 2012;
Kong, 2013). According to Casasanto (2009), the opposite
space-valence representation expressed by the two groups
(i.e., left-handers vs. right-handers) would be caused by
bodily characteristics (i.e., the so-called body-specificity
hypothesis). In particular, one possible explanation for this
difference assumes that individuals would tend to implicitly relate positive (vs. negative) concepts with the spatial
location with which they are more (vs. less) proficient in
interacting, such as their dominant (vs. non-dominant) side.
Importantly, according to some evidence (de la Fuente, et al.,
2015), the space-valence association appears to be consistent even across different cultures (e.g., Spanish vs. Moroccan individuals), thus excluding potential confounds due to
habits or social norms (e.g., writing direction). It is worth
noting that in addition to the motor origins pushed forward
by Casasanto (2009), other researchers identified in hemispheric specialisation other potential bases for space-valence
associations (for a review see Demaree, et al., 2005). More
precisely, whereas the left hemisphere (involved in right-side
processing) would be more strongly engaged by positive or
approach-related stimuli, the right hemisphere (involved in
left-side processing) would be more strongly engaged by
negative or avoidance-related stimuli. Although the roots of
space-valence associations are still a matter of debate, the
handedness of the individuals appears to be an important
factor to consider when assessing this phenomenon.

The Present Work
We devised a speeded binary classification task, based on
left- and right-side responses, in which participants were
asked to categorise facial stimuli as belonging to either
own-race or other-race individuals. In doing so, two primary goals were set. The first goal of this work was to replicate the ORCA through a cross-cultural approach involving Asian Japanese and White Italian individuals, recruited
and tested in their own country (i.e., Japan and Italy), and
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presented with both Asian and White faces. To the best
of our knowledge, so far, no studies have compared these
two nationalities. Therefore, this would provide a further
demonstration of both the generalizability and stability of
the ORCA. In line with previous literature (Ge et al., 2009;
Levin, 1996; Woo et al., 2020), we expected to observe – in
both groups – faster responses to other-race faces as compared with own-race faces. The second goal of this work
was to assess whether a left–right space-valence association
could also emerge for other-race vs. own-race faces. In this
regard, it is well established that other-race and own-race
individuals are typically associated with negative and positive valence, respectively (Brewer, 1999). More related to
the current work, a seminal study (Dunham et al., 2006)
has also reported the presence of a reliable in-group bias in
both Asian Japanese individuals living in Japan and White
individuals living in a Western country (i.e., the USA) when
exposed to different social groups (i.e., Japanese, Whites,
and Blacks). Importantly, evidence of an in-group bias has
also been reported in a more recent study (Esposito et al.,
2014) involving Asian Japanese individuals living in Japan
and White Italians living in Italy, in which participants were
asked to explicitly report their feelings toward pictures of
in-group and out-group individuals. The results showed that
both Japanese and Italians associated more positive feelings
with in-group (vs. out-group) individuals. Here, given the
apparent association between own-race (vs. other-race) individuals and positive (vs. negative) valence, faster responses
were predicted when own- and other-race faces were
responded to with a right- and a left-side key, respectively
– as compared with the opposite mapping (i.e., own-race/left
side, other-race/right side) – and this pattern was expected to
be particularly evident among right-handers. If confirmed,
this would suggest that a left–right space-valence association
could also be revealed within a social dimension based on
group affiliation, likely reflecting the different valence levels
typically associated with in-group and out-group members.

Experiment 1: Asian Japanese Sample
Participants
The sample size required for both Experiments was established a priori through a power analysis. In particular, we
followed the guidelines (Brysbaert & Stevens, 2018) proposed when linear mixed-effects models with subjects and
items as random factors are employed (see results). Specifically, a minimum of 1600 data points per experimental
cell should be collected. In our case, we devised a paradigm
based on 60 trials per experimental cell per participant, thus
implying a minimum number of 27 participants. We stopped
at N = 31 for convenience, at the end of a booking session.

All participants were naïve Asian Japanese students (Mean
age = 20.97 years, SD = 1.8, 13 males), with normal or corrected-to-normal vision, recruited at the Waseda University
(Tokyo, Japan). The study was approved by the institutional
review board of the Waseda University and was conducted
in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Informed,
written consent was obtained from all participants.
As for participants’ handedness, although the left-negative/right-positive association appears to be specific to
right-handers (Casasanto, 2009), we decided not to apply
any a priori exclusion of left-handers (who are, in any case,
a minority in the population worldwide) to avoid any sampling bias and because a more heterogeneous sample – if
any – is more representative of the general population and
allows for greater generalisability of the results (Willems
et al., 2014). For this reason, we also planned to perform
analyses both on the whole sample recruited, and then – if
left-handers were present – only considering right-handers,
to obtain a more suitable sample for testing the body-specificity hypothesis (Casasanto, 2009). We anticipate here
that, for the sake of clarity, the analyses performed on righthanders – which were of primary importance – are reported
in the main text, whereas the analyses for the whole sample
are in dedicated footnotes. In the present sample, all participants self-declared to be right-handed. A more reliable
and precise index of manual preference was also collected
by asking participants to fill out the Edinburgh Handedness
Inventory (EHI), short version (Veale, 2014). This tool, consisting of four items assessing the preferences in the use
of hands for some activities and objects (e.g., writing or
using the spoon), provides a score on a scale ranging from
-100, indicating an absolute preference for the left hand,
to + 100, indicating an absolute preference for the right
hand. The mean EHI score observed in this sample was + 78
(SD = 41.83; mode =  + 100; range: -88 to + 100). More specifically, according to the EHI classification scale (Veale,
2014), one participant was categorised as a left-hander (i.e.,
EHI score = -88), two participants as mixed handers (i.e.,
EHI scores = -50, + 50), and the remaining participants as
right-handers (i.e., EHI mean score =  + 90; SD = 12.29;
mode =  + 100; range: + 63 to + 100). The sample of righthanders was therefore composed of 28 individuals (Mean
age = 21.04 years, SD = 1.8, 11 males), which still guarantees adequate statistical power (according to the power
analysis, N = 27 was the minimum sample size).

Stimuli, Apparatus, and Procedure
The stimuli consisted of photographs of 20 faces belonging
to Asian models (10 males and 10 females) and 20 faces
belonging to White models (10 males and 10 females). All
models were young adults (age range: 21–31 years). The
photos were taken in a room with controlled lighting, with
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Fig. 1  Examples of trials in
which an Asian face (A) and
a White face (B) are depicted.
The green ‘O’ and the red
‘X’ were the visual feedbacks
indicating correct vs. wrong/
missing responses, respectively.
Stimuli are not drawn to scale.
Note: For illustrative purposes
only, faces provided by the free
access MR2 database (Strohminger et al., 2016) are shown

the model wearing a black T-shirt and displaying a neutral
facial expression (Nakamura et al., 2019). Stimuli were presented through E-Prime 2.0 on a PC monitor (1920 × 1080
px, 60 Hz) placed 57 cm from the participant. The screen
background was set to silver colour (R = 192, G = 192,
B = 192). Manual responses were collected through a standard keyboard placed centrally in front of the PC monitor.
All participants were tested, in a dimly illuminated room,
by an Asian Japanese experimenter. Examples of trials are
depicted in Fig. 1. Both the task and the relevant parameters
(e.g., timing of the stimuli) were similar to those used in
previous studies conducted in analogue research (see, e.g.,
Dalmaso & Vicovaro, 2019; Holmes & Lourenco, 2011;
Prete, 2020). Each trial started with a black fixation cross
(side: 1°) presented at the centre of the screen for 700 ms,
followed by a central facial stimulus (about 8° width × 12°
height). Participants were asked to classify – as fast and
accurately as possible – the face as belonging to either an
Asian or a White individual by pressing either a left-side key
(i.e., Q) with the left index finger or a right-side key (i.e., P)
with the right index finger. Importantly, the left-side key was
pressed with the left hand, and the right-side key with the
right hand. They were also instructed to look at the centre
of the screen for the duration of the trial. The face remained
visible until a response was detected or 1500 ms had elapsed,
whichever came first. Then, central visual feedback appeared
for 500 ms, consisting of a green ‘O’ (side: 1°) in case of
a correct response and a red ‘X’ (side: 1°) in case of either
a wrong or a missed response. Finally, a blank screen was
presented for 800 ms. There were two practice blocks composed of 10 trials each (i.e., 20 practice trials in total), both
followed by an experimental block of 120 trials (i.e., 240
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experimental trials in total). As for the two experimental
blocks, all trials were presented randomly and an equal number of times. The association between face ethnicity (i.e.,
White vs. Asian) and response side (i.e., left vs. right) was
inverted in the two blocks; namely, in one block, White faces
were responded to with the left key and Asian faces with the
right key, whereas in the other block, the opposite occurred.
Block order was counterbalanced across participants. At the
end of the experimental session, participants were asked 1)
to complete a computerised version of the EHI and 2) to
identify themselves as ‘Asian’, ‘White’, or ‘Other’. In both
cases, participants were asked to provide their response by
pressing a numeric key with no time limit.

Results
Data Handling
All participants self-identified as Asian individuals, and
therefore they were all included in subsequent analyses.
Both wrong (3.15% of trials) and missed (0.78% of trials)
responses were discarded and not further analysed due to
their low percentage. Correct-response trials with a reaction time (RT) smaller or greater than 3 standard deviations
below or above each participant’s mean were considered
outliers and discarded as well (1.62% of trials).
Analyses of Right‑Handed Participants
The RTs of correct trials were analysed with a linear
mixed model implemented in R (https://c ran.r-p rojec t.
org/) through the lme4 package. We performed a likelihood
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SE = 13.4; see also Fig. 2; for the analyses of the whole
sample see the footnote1).

Experiment 2: White Italian sample
In the second experiment, everything was identical to Experiment 1, with the only exception being that both the participants and the experimenter were White Italian individuals
living in Italy.

Participants

Fig. 2  Mean RTs, and individuals scores, observed among righthanders of Experiment 1 (Asian Japanese sample). Error bars are
SEM. * = p < .05; ns = non-significant. Please note that, for each of
the four cells of the experimental design, all individual scores fell
within 3 standard deviations from the group mean

ratio test comparing models characterised by increasing complexity (i.e., from the null model to the saturated
one). The best model fitting our data included face ethnicity (2: Asian vs. White), response side (2: left vs. right),
and their interaction as fixed effects, while the random
effects were the intercepts for subjects and face stimuli
(i.e., the 40 different identities) and the by-subject slope
for the effects of face ethnicity and response side. This
model was then submitted to a Type 1 ANOVA (Satterthwaite’s approximation for degrees of freedom) for linear
mixed-effects models implemented through the lmerTest
package. The main effect of face ethnicity was statistically
significant, F(1, 48.3) = 11.081, p = 0.002, because White
faces (M = 541 ms, SE = 11.5) elicited faster responses than
Asian faces (M = 565 ms, SE = 12.8), thus confirming the
presence of the ORCA (Ge et al., 2009; Levin, 1996; Woo
et al., 2020). The main effect of response side was also statistically significant, F(1, 27.2) = 5.76, p = 0.024, because
right-side responses (M = 548 ms, SE = 11.3) were faster
than left-side responses (M = 558 ms, SE = 12.1). Importantly, the face ethnicity × response side interaction was
also significant, F(1, 6265.4) = 5.792, p = 0.016. Tukey’s
HSD planned comparisons for linear mixed-effects models,
implemented through the lsmeans package, showed that, for
White faces, right-side responses (M = 539 ms, SE = 11.4)
and left-side responses (M = 542 ms, SE = 12.0) were
not statistically different (p = 0.485), whereas for Asian
faces, right-side responses (M = 557 ms, SE = 12.5) were
faster (p < 0.001) than left-side responses (M = 573 ms,

As in Experiment 1, we aimed to recruit at least 27 individuals. We stopped at N = 34 for convenience, at the end of a
booking session. All participants were naïve White Italian
students (Mean age = 21.38 years, SD = 1.28, 6 males) with
normal or corrected-to-normal vision, recruited at the University of Padova (Padova, Italy). The study was approved by
the Ethics Committee for Psychological Research of the University of Padova and conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Informed, written consent was obtained
from all participants.
Regarding participants’ handedness, three participants
declared to be left-handers, and the mean EHI score was + 65
(SD = 48.51; mode =  + 88; range: -100 to + 100). More specifically, according to the EHI classification scale (Veale,
2014), one participant was categorised as a left-hander
(i.e., EHI score = -100), four participants as mixed handers (i.e., EHI score = -50,-50, -38, + 50), and the remaining
participants as right-handers (i.e., EHI mean score =  + 82;
SD = 12.73; mode =  + 88; range: + 63 to + 100). The sample
of right-handers was therefore composed of 29 individuals
(Mean age = 21.28 years, SD = 1.07, 4 males), which guarantees adequate statistical power.

1

Data from the whole sample were analysed in the same manner as
the data for right-handed participants. The main effect of face ethnicity was statistically significant, F(1, 47.3) = 12.604, p < .001, because
White faces (M = 541 ms, SE = 10.8) elicited faster responses than
Asian faces (M = 566 ms, SE = 11.9). The main effect of response side
approached the canonical level of significance, F(1, 30.0) = 3.613,
p = .067, because right-side responses (M = 550 ms, SE = 10.6) tended
to be faster than left-side responses (M = 557 ms, SE = 11.3). The
face ethnicity × response side interaction was not significant, F(1,
6905.6) = 0.034, p = .853. Despite the non-significance of the interaction, for the sake of comparison with the results for right-handed
participants, the interaction was further explored with planned comparisons. These confirmed that, for White faces, right-side responses
(M = 537 ms, SE = 10.8) and left-side responses (M = 545 ms,
SE = 11.3) were not statistically different (p = .091), and the same
was true for Asian faces, because right-side responses (M = 562 ms,
SE = 11.8) were not statistically different (p = .139) from left-side
responses (M = 569 ms, SE = 12.4).
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Apparatus, Stimuli, and Procedure
Everything was identical to Experiment 1.

Results
Data Handling
Data were handled as in Experiment 1. In particular,
all participants self-identified as White individuals, and
therefore they were all included in subsequent analyses.
Both wrong (4.14% of trials) and missed (0.66% of trials)
responses were discarded and not further analysed due
to their low percentage, as well as RT outliers (2.14% of
trials).
Analyses of Right‑Handed Participants
Data were analysed as in Experiment 1. The main effect of
face ethnicity was statistically significant, F(1, 46.0) = 9.179,
p = 0.004, because Asian faces (M = 586 ms, SE = 11.5)
elicited faster responses than White faces (M = 607 ms,
SE = 11.6), thus confirming the presence of the ORCA (Ge
et al., 2009; Levin, 1996; Woo et al., 2020). The main effect
of response side was also significant, F(1, 27.5) = 7.542,
p = 0.011, because right-side responses (M = 591 ms,
SE = 11.5) were faster than left-side responses (M = 602 ms,
SE = 11.0). More importantly, the face ethnicity × response
side interaction was also significant, F(1, 6349.6) = 11.333,
p < 0.001. Planned comparisons showed that, for White
faces, right-side responses (M = 606 ms, SE = 12.1) and
left-side responses (M = 607 ms, SE = 11.8) were not statistically different (p = 0.753), whereas for Asian faces,
right-side responses (M = 575 ms, SE = 12.1) were faster
(p < 0.001) than left-side responses (M = 597 ms, SE = 11.5;
see also Fig. 3; for the analyses of the whole sample see the
footnote2).

2
Data from the whole sample were analysed in the same manner as
adopted for right-handed participants. The main effect of face ethnicity was statistically significant, F(1, 46.7) = 11.862, p = .001, because
Asian faces (M = 593 ms, SE = 11.8) elicited faster responses than
White faces (M = 615 ms, SE = 12.0). The main effect of response
side was also significant, F(1, 32.5) = 10.972, p = .002, because
right-side responses (M = 597 ms, SE = 11.5) were faster than leftside responses (M = 611 ms, SE = 11.8). More importantly, the
face ethnicity × response side interaction was also significant, F(1,
7466.3) = 11.328, p < .001. Planned comparisons showed that, for
White faces, right-side responses (M = 613 ms, SE = 12.1) and leftside responses (M = 617 ms, SE = 12.5) were not statistically different
(p = .391), whereas for Asian faces, right-side responses (M = 582 ms,
SE = 12.0) were faster (p < .001) than left-side responses (M = 605 ms,
SE = 12.1).
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Fig. 3  Mean RTs, and individuals scores, observed among righthanders of Experiment 2 (White Italian sample). Error bars are SEM.
* = p < .05; ns = non-significant. Please note that, for each of the four
cells of the experimental design, all individual scores fell within 3
standard deviations from the group mean

Discussion
The aim of this work was twofold. First, we wanted to provide further supporting evidence for the ORCA (Levin,
1996, 2000; Valentine & Endo, 1992). Second, we wanted to
explore whether a left–right space-valence association could
be reported for other-race and own-race faces. To properly address these two goals, we adopted a cross-cultural
approach involving both Asian Japanese (Experiment 1) and
White Italian (Experiment 2) individuals living in Japan and
Italy, respectively. Both groups completed a speeded binary
classification task requiring them to categorise a centrally
placed face as either Asian or White. Manual responses were
provided through a left-side and a right-side response key.
As for the first aim, we found that the ORCA emerged
in both experiments. Indeed, whereas Asian Japanese individuals (Experiment 1) were faster in categorising a facial
stimulus as White (other race) rather than Asian (own race),
the opposite pattern occurred among White Italian individuals (Experiment 2), because responses were faster for Asian
faces (other race) than for White faces (own race). Taken
together, these results confirm what was reported in previous
studies (Ge et al., 2009; Levin, 1996; Woo et al., 2020) and
extend the ORCA to a novel social comparison. Indeed, the
new combination of ethnic memberships (i.e., Japanese vs.
Italian) adds further evidence to the validity of the ORCA.
The results of our experiments provide further confirmation
of the robustness and generalizability of this – still scarcely
investigated – phenomenon underlying face processing.
As for the second aim, an increasing number of studies
have suggested that, among right-handers, stimuli with a
negative and a positive valence would be associated with the
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left and the right side of the space, respectively, whereas the
opposite space-valence mapping would emerge among lefthanders (Brunyé et al., 2012; Casasanto, 2009; De la Vega
et al., 2012). In the present context, we expected that ownand other-race faces would be responded to faster with the
right-side key than with the left-side key, as compared with
the opposite mapping (i.e., own-race/left-side, other-race/rightside). This was specifically expected when data provided by
right-handers (the majority group in both experiments) were
considered (Casasanto, 2009). If confirmed, this pattern of
results would have provided supporting evidence for the notion
that in-group and outgroup can be spatially connoted, likely
reflecting the different valence levels typically associated with
the two groups. Importantly, the main finding here was that a
space-ethnicity association clearly emerged in both Experiments 1 and 2, as confirmed by the significant interactions
between face ethnicity and response side. Interestingly, this
association was similar in both experiments. In more detail,
on the one hand, Asian faces were responded to faster with the
right-side key than with the left-side key, whereas, on the other
hand, responses to White faces were unaffected by response
side, with practically no differences in reaction times associated with the two keys. Whereas faster responses to Asian faces
with the right-side key than the left-side key were predicted
among Japanese individuals, they were unexpected among
Italians because, according to previous evidence, both Asian
Japanese individuals living in Japan and White individuals
living in Western countries – Italy included – would tend to
display, when exposed to different ethnic groups (i.e., Japanese, Whites, and Blacks), a reliable in-group bias (Dunham
et al., 2006; Esposito et al., 2014). Here, we can tentatively
propose that the pattern of results emerging among Italians
might reflect specific factors characterising the context in
which the study was conducted (i.e., Italy). In this regard,
a previous study conducted among White Italians living in
Italy provided supporting evidence for a preference towards
Japanese outgroup members than Italian in-group members,
likely reflecting a relatively high competence and social status
attributed by Italians to Japanese (Vaes et al., 2010). In light
of these findings, the results of our two experiments might
indicate that Japanese individuals were positively connoted in
both participant samples.3 Beyond this speculative conclusion,
3

One reviewer wondered if attractiveness differed between Asian
and White faces. For this reason, we delivered an online questionnaire, created with Qualtrics, to a new sample of Asian Japanese individuals living in Japan (N = 20; Mean age = 25.7 years, SD = 4.46,
11 males) and to a new sample of White Italian individuals living
in Italy (N = 21; Mean age = 23.1 years, SD = 2.41, 9 males). Both
samples were recruited within the same populations from which we
sampled the participants of Experiments 1 and 2. The questionnaire
consisted of the random presentation of the 40 facial stimuli used in
Experiments 1 and 2. Each face appeared in the centre of the screen,
and the participants rated it on a 7-point scale (1 = ‘Not at all attractive’, 7 = ‘Extremely attractive’) which appeared below the face.

we must acknowledge that two main sources of limitations
associated with the present set of experiments invite caution
in interpreting the results. Indeed, we did not include any specific measure assessing how Asian Japanese and White Italians
were actually perceived, in terms of valence, within our two
samples of respondents. Moreover, participants were exposed
to both Asian and White facial stimuli without any further
specific information concerning the potential nationality of
the depicted individuals. Consequently, we cannot establish
if, during the task, our respondents associated each of the two
face groups with specific nationalities. Future studies are therefore needed to address these two issues more properly.
Referring back to the experimental results, it is also worth
emphasising that responses to White faces were unaffected
by response side, with practically no differences in reaction
times between the left and the right key. In this regard, we
note that the unbalanced response patterns between left-side
and right-side responses are not so rare in speeded binary
classification tasks involving non-numeric dimensions,
such as loudness (Chang & Cho, 2015), size (Ren, et al.,
2011), and weight (Dalmaso & Vicovaro, 2019). More precisely, a consistent finding among all the aforementioned
studies is a reliable association between larger magnitudes
and right-side responses, and a weaker-to-null difference
for smaller magnitudes and left-side responses. Crucially,
a recent work (Giuliani et al., 2021) reported a similar pattern of results also for valence, with a reliable association
between positive valence stimuli and right-side responses,
but a lack of association between negative valence stimuli and left-side responses. This pattern of results closely
resembles what occurred in the present context if we assume
that, in both experiments, Asian faces were associated with
positive valence and White faces with neutral or negative
valence. So far, no studies have been carried out with the
specific purpose of providing potential explanations for the
unbalanced response pattern characterising many different
speeded binary classification tasks. Nevertheless, according
to Giuliani and colleagues (Giuliani et al., 2021), it might
be that non-numerical dimensions (valence included) are
processed more indirectly and less uniquely than numbers,
thus leading to weaker associations between space and the
Footnote 3 (continued)
Responses were provided, without time limits, with the mouse. As for
the Japanese respondents, a two-tailed paired t-test showed that White
faces (M = 4.04, SE = 0.122) were rated more attractive than Asian
faces (M = 3.71, SE = 0.122; t(19) = 2.664, p = .015, d = 0.596). The
same pattern of results also emerged within the Italian sample (White
faces: M = 3.15, SE = 0.199; Asian faces: M = 2.69, SE = 0.192;
t(20) = 4.414, p < .001, d = 0.963; for similar results, see also Rhodes et al., 2005). Even if this is indirect evidence, it indicates that the
results obtained in Experiments 1 and 2 are unlikely to be driven by
attractiveness (if this were the case, then the opposite results would
have emerged from the questionnaire).
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manipulated dimension. The same rationale could therefore
also be applied, prudently, to the present context.
Interestingly, whereas in Experiment 1 the space-ethnicity
association emerged only after the removal of both left- and
mixed-handers from the analyses, a comparable space-valence
association emerged in Experiment 2 irrespective of whether
the analyses involved the whole sample of participants or the
subsample of right-handers. However, because EHI scores
categorised only one participant per group as a left-hander,
any specific consideration concerning the role of handedness
in shaping our results is prevented. For this reason, in the
next future it will be important to address more directly the
potential impact of handedness by comparing the performance
of right-handers with that of a similar group of left-handers,
for which an opposite space-ethnicity association is expected.
Analogously, according to some previous studies (Rodway
et al., 2003; Van Strien & Van Beek, 2000), the associations
between space and face stimuli appear to be shaped even by
the respondent’s gender.4 Hence, additional future works
could also include an equal number of male and female participants. Overall, this approach will allow for uncovering
the precise influence of these two individual differences (i.e.,
handedness and gender) in the task adopted here.
So far, only a few studies explored the possible association that can occur between the valence conveyed by a
given facial feature and the physical space. Most of these
works employed faces displaying different expressions,
such as happiness or angriness (see, e.g., Fantoni et al.,
2019; Holmes & Lourenco, 2011; Pitt & Casasanto, 2018;
Prete, 2020). These showed that – at least under specific
circumstances – emotional valence (and its intensity) can
be mapped onto the horizontal space, with negative (and
lower-intensity) stimuli that would be mapped on the left and
positive (and higher-intensity) stimuli that would be mapped
on the right. Another recent study (Dalmaso & Vicovaro,
2021) focused on face age and presented participants with
relatively young and old faces, but no evidence of a spatial
representation of this social dimension emerged. Overall,
the scarcity of studies employing faces, along with the great
relevance of faces for human cognition (see, e.g., Little et al.,
2011), can be seen as an incentive to push future research
on the space-valence association towards such a direction.
In recent years, flourishing literature has emerged reporting how cross-cultural differences can impact face processing and, more generally, the elaborations of social stimuli
belonging to different ethnic groups (e.g., Caldara, 2017). In
4
We also performed, for exploratory purposes, additional analyses in
which the gender of the respondent was included in the models used
to analyse the data of Experiments 1 and 2. In both Experiments,
the crucial face ethnicity × response side interaction was still statistically significant (ps < .016), but it was not further qualified by gender
(ps > .456).
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this regard, recent works found differences among different
ethnic groups tested in their own countries in a number of
behaviours supporting social interactions, such as face scanning during real social interaction (Haensel et al., 2020) or
gaze-mediated orienting of attention (Zhang et al., 2021).
Hence, the variety of methods and scientific backgrounds
– deriving from different fields within psychology (e.g.,
cognitive, social) – allows cross-cultural studies to deeply
explore different mechanisms underlying social perception under multiple perspectives. As a next step, it will be
important to assess whether a space-ethnicity association
can be also revealed by employing different face data sets
by including other social groups (e.g., Blacks) and/or by
focusing on different behavioural measures, such as eye
movements (Gozli et al., 2013), and spatial dimensions, as
up-down locations (e.g., Vicovaro & Dalmaso, 2021), thus
obtaining a broader view of this phenomenon.

Conclusion
To conclude, in two experiments, we administered a speeded
binary classification task in which Japanese and Italian participants categorised a central face as belonging to either
their own or another race. Overall, our results confirmed the
presence of a reliable ORCA in both experiments. Moreover,
we also obtained supporting evidence for a possible spaceethnicity association. Interestingly, this was similar in both
samples, which could suggest analogous attitudes towards
the two ethnic groups involved. However, it is worth noting
that this latter conclusion is speculative and awaits further
experimental studies. Taken together, these findings may
offer novel insights regarding the mechanisms supporting
social perception, categorisation, and their interplay, as seen
from a cross-cultural point of view.
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